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Darren sHill&mike meDaglia

Welcome to our Autumn / Winter 2020 catalogue! 
For those of you who are encountering us for the first 
time, Liminal 11 is a mind, body, spirit publisher 
creating tarot decks, illustrated books, and comics. 
We strive to produce gorgeous products that benefit 
people’s lives and wellbeing, from a range of voices 
that reflect our beautifully diverse world.

In this catalogue you will find our fresh, 
unique take on the Tarot, like the game-changing  
Modern Witch Tarot deck by Lisa Sterle (p. 8), The 
Cosmic Slumber Tarot from award-winning comics 
sensation Tillie Walden (p 4), and a stunning new 
edition of our original deck, The Luna Sol Tarot  
(p. 6). 

And there's much more for tarot and oracle lovers! 
Not only do we have five decks coming out in 2021,  
but also the Modern Witch Tarot Journal for taking 

your tarot skills to the next level (p. 10), and three 
brand-new interactive tarot coloring books (p. 16).

Within these pages you will also find mindful 
activity books like the 10-week watercolor course Soul 
Color (p. 18) and self-care coloring book Women + 
Patterns + Plants (p. 20 – as seen in Essence!), plus 
books on magick and folklore, yoga, veganism, and 
inspiring affirmations for positive living. You'll even 
get a sneak preview of our AW2021 publications on 
page 34.

You can find all the information you need about 
stocking Liminal 11 products and contacting our 
team at the back of this catalogue. We look forward 
to connecting with you! 

We hope you love exploring these pages and will 
continue to follow our journey. There is so much 
more up our sleeves – we've only just begun!

Welcome!Welcome!

Agence
Nouveau tampon
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“If the Universe were to sleep, where would 
Her dreams lead?”

Hand-painted and bursting with color, The 
Cosmic Slumber Tarot evokes imagery from 
subconscious and subliminal states. It’s a tarot deck 
energised by a soulful warmth from award-winning 
comics sensation Tillie Walden.

Influenced by Manga and the animations of 
Studio Ghibli, Tillie’s fairy tale style translates to a 
tarot deck that is gentle yet whimsical, psychedelic 
yet grounded, palpable yet surreal. 

In Walden’s own words: ‘It was made with the 
intention of letting the tarot trace a path through 
the long, dark night of sleep. Because, in dreams, I 
really believe we walk the full spectrum of human 
experience. To me, dreams allow us to connect what 
does not fit together . . . because in consciousness we 
are limited by so much.’

978-1-912634-17-0 * £21.99
978-1-454943-09-9 * $24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)
78-card tarot deck with h/b intro booklet & slipcase box
Full-color illustrations
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America • Leduc.S - French language

The Cosmic Slumber Tarot
bY tillie WalDen

Published October 2020
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An uplifting, healing tarot deck that reflects 
our beautifully diverse world. 

The Luna Sol Tarot is designed to uplift and heal. 
With a soft color palette that gently warms the heart, 
and characters that invite you in with moments of 
delicate vulnerability, The Luna Sol Tarot will wrap 
your intuition in a positive embrace.

The Luna Sol makes space for everyone. In these 
cards you will find humans of all races and ages, 
shapes and sizes – a reflection of our beautifully 
diverse world. 

Rich in tarot traditions but with a modern twist, 
this is a tarot deck that warmly welcomes the beginner 
while offering plenty for the seasoned practitioner to 
enjoy on a deeper level.

Whoever you are, The Luna Sol Tarot will help 
you gain clarity, insight, and new perspectives.

This second edition of our first deck features 
improved cardstock and stunning new packaging! 
978-1-912634-28-6 * £21.99
$24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)
78-card tarot deck with h/b intro booklet & slipcase box * Full-color illustrations
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America • Le Courrier du Livre - French 
language

The Luna Sol Tarot - 2nd Edition
bY mike meDaglia & Darren sHill

Published April 2021
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The bestselling tarot deck that has taken the 
world by storm – more than 175,000 copies sold! 

Modern Witch Tarot is a magical take on 
traditional tarot symbolism, inspired by fashion and 
modern witches from every walk of life.

Spark your imagination, seek your inner wisdom 
and discover your true power.

"My new favorite tarot deck . . . has all the love 
for PoC, queer and femme witches!” 

– Michelle Tea

"Iconic... This is absolutely a deck made for 
the age and era we are in today." 

– Benebell Wen

"An incredibly inclusive fresh take on a tradition 
that’s been exclusionary to many folks." 

– Asali Earthwork

978-1-912634-03-3 * £21.99
978-1-454938-68-2 * $24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)
78-card tarot deck with h/b intro booklet & slipcase box * Full-color illustrations 
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America • Le Courrier du Livre - French 
language • Königsfurt-Urania Verlag- German language • Editora Isis - Portugese 
language

Modern Witch Tarot
bY lisa sterle

Published November 2019
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Take your tarot readings to the next level 
with this guided tarot journal!

Modern Witch Tarot Journal is far more than a 
guidebook, with sections on…

CARD MEANINGS: build your reference guide
TAROT READINGS: track your growth
TAROT SPREADS: learn to create your own
TAROT DECKS: inventory and wishlists
BOOKS & ONLINE RESOURCES: all your faves
TAROT CIRCLE: organised coven = happy coven! 

Lavishly illustrated with all new full-page color 
artwork by Lisa Sterle, Modern Witch Tarot Journal 
has lay-flat sewn pages and a sturdy faux-leather cover 
with gorgeous embossing that makes it a joy to hold in 
your hands. 

Use it with Modern Witch Tarot, or any of your 
favourite tarot decks!

978-1-912634-24-8 * £14.99
978-1-454943-12-9 * $19.95 / $26.95 (US/CAN)
250 pages | 120gsm uncoated woodfree paper | ribbon bookmark
Full-color illustrations
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America

Modern Witch Tarot Journal
bY lisa sterle

Published October 2020
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Inspired by ancient rituals and stories 
of sacred animal spirits, White Numen: A 
Sacred Animal Tarot forms a path to human 
reconnection with our natural world. 

Our ancestors knew how to tremble in the 
presence of that little abyss within the eyes of a beast. 
They knew how to recognize the bond with creatures 
radically different from themselves, whom they 
venerated, but at the same time whose death meant 
food, thus life. 

This ancient conflict reveals the connection 

between the sacred and the sacrificial and how rituals 
of cyclic regeneration evolved. 

Today, humans continue to feel conflicted by our 
sometimes-violent relationship to the natural world. 
The images of Numen (sacred spirits) in this deck seek 
to symbolically close that wound – this is a new kind 
of ritual for healing and connecting.

978-1-912634-18-7 * £21.99 
$24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)
78-card tarot deck with h/b intro booklet & slipcase box
Full-color illustrations
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America • Leduc.S - French language

White Numen: A Sacred Animal Tarot
bY albabg

Published January 2021
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The New Chapter Tarot is a story, a journey, 
a self portrait of change.

‘When I began working on a version of The Wheel 
of Fortune, it was a way to process a very complicated 
set of feelings: I had recently come to the realization 
that my relationship was ending and my life was 
at an either/or moment. I was an immigrant. On a 
marriage visa. With no professional contacts in my 
home country. Was I prepared blow up my entire 
life? Would I risk what was known, for what could 
be?

‘It was possibly the hardest decision I’ve ever been 
faced with. So I arted through my feelings, one card 
at a time, as they arose and presented themselves 
to be dealt with . . . Each card of this deck was a 
meditation in paint; a feeling arose and it became a 
card and was released.  

‘And 78 meditations later . . . a completed deck, a 
new life, a circle of Hope and Friendship and Love.’

978-1-912634-29-3 * £21.99
$24.95 / $34.95 (US/CAN)
78-card tarot deck with h/b intro booklet & slipcase box
Full-color illustrations

The New Chapter Tarot
bY katHrYn briggs

Published March 2021
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An interactive tarot coloring experience! 

Liminal 11 presents three brand new coloring + 
activity books inspired by their most popular tarot 
decks:

The Luna Sol Tarot  
by Mike Medaglia & Darren Shill

Modern Witch Tarot 
by Lisa Sterle

The Cosmic Slumber Tarot 
by Tillie Walden

Featuring beautiful black-and-white line art to be 
colored in and plenty of activities to work on along 
with your tarot decks, this is an interactive coloring 
experience for tarot lovers everywhere! 

Printed on deluxe 140 gsm uncoated woodfree 
paper.

Modern Witch: 978-1-912634-30-9 
The Luna Sol: 978-1-912634-31-6 
The Cosmic Slumber: 978-1-912634-32-3 
£12.99 (UK) / $16.95 (US) / $22.95 (CAN)
Flexibound | 152 pages | 250 x 210 mmw
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America

a brand newa brand new  
interactive interactive 

TAROTTAROT  
coloringcoloring  

experience!experience!
Three Coloring Books

bY mike meDaglia, lisa sterle, anD tillie WalDen

Published May 2021
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A watercolor painting course that goes hand-
in-hand with mindfulness practice.

Soul Color is a ten-week watercolor painting 
course to cultivate mindfulness and creativity. This 
beautiful book will teach you how to enjoy watercolor 
painting as a contemplative practice for self-discovery.

Develop confidence to paint more intuitively, 
give yourself permission to enjoy the unexpected and 
make mistakes, deepen your meditation skills, and 
discover a new sense of reflective calm.

An art teacher for over 15 years, Emma Burleigh’s 

specialty is mindful watercolor. She runs workshops 
to help others expand their skills while taking them 
on a peaceful journey within.

Soul Color isn’t a traditional ‘how to’ book. It is 
the outcome of several years of research, trial, and 
error with students and friends who have explored 
this territory with Emma.

978-1-912634-26-2 * £11.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)
Paperback | 120 pages | 250 x 210 mm
Full-color illustrations

Soul Color
bY emma burleigH

Published April 2021
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Women + Patterns + Plants is a stunning self-
care coloring book by Sarina Mantle.

‘There are three things which create a revolution 
in my heart: women, patterns, and plants… This 
self-care coloring book awakens the divine feminine 
energy through hand-drawn images to inspire and 
empower you.’

These bold illustrations are crying out for your 
colored pencils and felt pens! Immerse in the divine 
feminine energy and wonderful natural imagery, 
and rekindle your creativity as you work your way 

through Sarina’s empowering drawings. (See more 
from Sarina on page 35.)

Presented in paperback with a soft-touch laminate 
cover and deluxe inner paper. 

As seen in Essence magazine:  
"The Best Holiday Gifts for The Wellness and 

Health Lovers In Your Life"

978-1-912634-19-4 * £9.99
$12.95 / $16.95 (US/CAN)
Paperback | 120 pages | 250 x 210 mm
Black & White illustrations 

Women + Patterns + Plants
bY sarina mantle

Published July 2020
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Build your own personalised yoga sequences 
wherever you are with this beautiful card deck!

Do Yoga Anywhere is a unique yoga card deck 
that gives you the freedom to build your own yoga 
sequences on the go.

This deck is for seasoned yogis and newbies alike, 
regardless of your age, identity, shape or size – 
everyone is represented here! 

It’s also perfect for budding yoga teachers who 
want to develop their knowledge of core poses and 
sequences. The back of every card includes both 

English and Sanskrit names, instructions for getting 
in the pose, the physical and spiritual benefits, and an 
inspirational quote. 

Featuring 45 pose cards detailing the ins-and-
outs of each position, 10 sequence cards for different 
moods and energy levels, and an introductory booklet 
to help you get started.

 
978-1-912634-10-1 * £19.99
9781454941347 * £19.95 / $26.95 (US/CAN)
Deck of 55 cards with p/b intro booklet in box
Full-color illustrations
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America • Leduc.S - French language

— Sarah Hunt

“Build your own sequence from your favorite “Build your own sequence from your favorite 
poses, use the sequence cards, or draw randomly poses, use the sequence cards, or draw randomly 
from the deck to let the universe decide!"from the deck to let the universe decide!"

Do Yoga Anywhere
Written bY saraH Hunt 

illustrateD bY mike meDaglia

Published May 2019
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Discover the fascinating folklore, lurid 
histories and toxic properties of plants and 
herbs around the world.

Poisonings are among the most memorable deaths 
in history, from the Roman Empire to the Medieval 
era and beyond. Concealed and deliberate, it’s a 
crime that must be planned in advance. And yet 
there is a fine line between healing and poisoning – 
Paracelsus argued that only the dosage matters!

In Botanical Curses and Poisons, Fez Inkwright 
returns to folkloric and historical archives to uncover 

historical uses and the fascinating, untold stories 
behind deadly plants, witching herbs and fungi. 

Beautifully illustrated by Fez Inkwright, this 
treasury of folklore is packed with insight, lore and 
the revealed mysteries of everyday flora!

This beautiful book is presented in clothbound 
hardcover with metallic foiling and a ribbon 
bookmark.

978-1-912634-22-4 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)
Hardback | 256 pages | 210 x 148 mm
Black & White illustrations 

— Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

“If you drink much from a bottle marked ‘poison’, “If you drink much from a bottle marked ‘poison’, 
it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner 
or later..."or later..."

Botanical Curses and Poisons 
The Shadow-Lives of Plants

bY FeZ inkWrigHt

Published January 2021
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A book of the folklore, history and healing 
properties of common plants.

Throughout history, plants have played a key and 
vital role to our existence. Whether as a foodstuff, 
medicine, building material, or religious aid, the way 
that we re-purpose and domesticate plants has shaped 
a core part of the development of human culture. 

Hedgerows and wild-growing areas are a vital part 
of our countrysides and, through our codependency, 
have become ingrained in the myth and lore of 
humanity. Many of the old wives’ tales about plants 

were created to spread knowledge of their medicinal 
and nutritional properties, and many have become 
entwined with stories of local spirits, deities, and 
more ancient legends.

Folk Magic and Healing is, ultimately, a collection 
of many of these beliefs, aiming to inspire a greater 
appreciation of our wild plants and countrysides.

978-1-912634-11-8 * £11.99
$14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)
Hardback | 120 pages | 210 x 148 mm
Black & White illustrations

— Leah Crowley, Pagan Dawn

“A truly delightful book which opens your eyes “A truly delightful book which opens your eyes 
deeper and you can see further into our beloved deeper and you can see further into our beloved 
Mother Earth."Mother Earth."

Folk Magic and Healing 
An Unusual History of Everyday Plants

bY FeZ inkWrigHt

Published October 2019
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An introduction to the everyday magic found 
in Japanese rituals and spiritual practices.

Japan is sometimes called a ‘non-religious’ country, 
but this is only half-true . . . If we look closer, we find 
that ‘magic’ is very much a part of life in Japan! 

Japan is alive with magical festivals, practices and 
rituals – from marking the liminal time of new year 
with the burning of last year’s objects . . . to smiling 
at the rebirth of the sun and nature in spring festivals 
. . . to respecting the dead ancestors via giving them 
offerings while chasing away demons.

Many of these cultural practices are seen as 
mundane or normal, but they each express something 
sublime and numinous. Japanese rituals perform 
a powerful role in helping people deal with nature, 
time, seasons, aging and death – bringing a bit of 
everyday magic into everyday lives.

The Spirit of Japan is an accessible introduction 
to Japanese spiritual practice.

978-1-912634-30-9 * £11.99
14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)
Hardback | 120 pages | 210 x 148 mm
Full-color illustrations

“If we look past religion, we find that magical “If we look past religion, we find that magical 
thinking, rituals and practice are very much a thinking, rituals and practice are very much a 
part of life in Japan."part of life in Japan."

— Sean Michael Wilson

The Spirit of Japan
Festivals, Rituals and Everyday Magic

Written bY sean miCHael Wilson
illustrateD bY Fumio obata

Published June 2021
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A beautiful story of healing and growth 
through mindfulness and gardening.

Joanna is a high-powered finance consultant 
who’s been signed off work after having a nervous 
breakdown. 

Seeking more than just something to pass the time, 
she travels to Kyoto, Japan, to immerse herself in the 
arts of zen gardening and meditation.

Returning home – and to the challenges of daily 
life – Joanna finds peace and a new sense of calm 
through nurturing her own garden – and her soul.

Quiet, contemplative, refreshing storytelling 
meets practical mindfulness training in this stunning 
graphic novel by award-winning creators Sean 
Michael Wilson and Fumio Obata. In a world where 
we are encouraged to push ourselves to our limits, 
The Garden reminds us to slow down, live in the 
present, and consider what's truly important in our 
lives. 

978-1-912634-16-3 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)
Hardback | 64 pages | 240 x 170 mm
Full-color illustrations

“A worthy message of mindfulness and the “A worthy message of mindfulness and the 
benefits of taking time to stop and appreciate benefits of taking time to stop and appreciate 
what’s around you..."what’s around you..."

— Big Comic Page

The Garden
Written bY sean miCHael Wilson

illustrateD bY Fumio obata

Published May 2020
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A wordless graphic novel about ‘coming 
back’ from mental illness and trying to get back 
to the place where you think you should be.  

Through mostly wordless black-and-white 
illustration, John Cei Douglas empathetically 
shows the struggle to communicate how things feel 
when we get lost, and the wrenching loneliness that 
accompanies depression and other mental health 
struggles. 

Split into two sections – All the Places We've 
Been and All the Places We're Going – this is a 

quietly beautiful meditation on the seemingly endless 
paths we take simply to get back to the place where 
we think we should be. All the Places is a comforting 
reminder that you’re not alone on your journey. 

All the Places is an exploration of spiritual growth 
uniquely told through the comics medium, created by 
a finalist for the prestigious The Observer / Jonathan 
Cape / Comica Graphic Short Story Prize.

978-1-912634-23-1 * £11.99
$14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)
Paperback (with flaps) | 120 pages | 160 x 160 mm
Black & White illustrations

— Down the Tubes

“[John’s] work is gentle and with a gorgeous “[John’s] work is gentle and with a gorgeous 
quality of line, telling personal and captivating quality of line, telling personal and captivating 
short stories of everyday life."short stories of everyday life."

All the Places
bY JoHn Cei Douglas

Published February 2021
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 A group of women from different walks of 
life come together to explore the Tarot. 

The Tarot Circle is a new comic series that 
explores the craft of Tarot through the eyes of a 
diverse group of women.

Entering the musty old Ace of Cups Bookshop 
through its fogged-up door, Jay is a total tarot newbie. 
She joins Enid, Dorothea, Rowan, Fuchsia and Angel 
who have all come together to discuss Tarot and 
share what they know about the craft – starting with 
its oldest roots of Tarot.

They talk about the Thoth Deck and Aleister 
Crowley. They talk about Pamela Colman Smith, 
Penny Slinger and Frieda Harris. They explore 
everything from the Satanic panic of the ‘60s, Spanish 
tarot in the 16th century, and the fashionable fortune 
telling of the French aristocracy.

With the Circle, readers will dive in to Tarot’s 
history and key figures, and its place in modern life.

5 issues starting in 2021
£4.99 (UK) / $6.95 (US) / $9.95 (CAN)
Saddle stitched | 24 pages | 257 x 168 mm
Full-color illustrations

The Tarot Circle
Written bY leaH moore

illustrateD bY iVY berCes & Jem milton

Issue 1 - Coming in 2021
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Illustrated vegan recipes that are simple, 
easy-to-follow, healthy and delicious!

Sketchy Vegan Cooking is a book of 50 illustrated 
vegan recipe ideas.

This is a different sort of cook book… You 
won’t find many precise measurements or specific 
instructions here. You will find a clear visual guide to 
making uncomplicated, good food from simple, real 
ingredients.

The recipe ideas in Sketchy Vegan Cooking 
are hand-drawn and almost wordless, so it’s easy to 

see the whole cooking process at a glance. Perfect 
for visual thinkers who enjoy being creative and 
improvising in the kitchen!

Most of the recipes featured here can be concocted 
with minimal tools and know-how – perfect for cooks 
on a budget, tiny kitchens, students, and wannabe 
chefs who are in need of fresh, fun recipe ideas.

978-1-912634-25-5 * £9.99 
$12.95 / $16.95 (US / CAN)
Paperback | 56 pages | 160 x 160 mm
Full-color illustrations

— Michi Mathias

“My recipes are perfect for visual thinkers who “My recipes are perfect for visual thinkers who 
find ordinary text-heavy recipes annoying! I'll find ordinary text-heavy recipes annoying! I'll 
show you the whole cooking process in one image."show you the whole cooking process in one image."

Sketchy Vegan Cooking 
Pictorial Recipe Ideas

bY miCHi matHias

Published April 2021
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An illustrated primer on the ‘whys’ and 
‘hows’ of a vegan lifestyle.

The Essential Vegan Toolkit is the perfect guide 
for anyone who’s interested in veganism.

Activist and illustrator Sara Botero details the 
many reasons to make the change – animal welfare, 
our health, the environment – and offers tons of 
practical advice on nutrition and diet, including 
sections on alternatives, baking and drinking. Also 
covered are tips for vegan living, from clothing and 
make-up to cleaning and travelling. Finally, The 

Toolkit offers advice on vegan etiquette, activism 
and living in a ‘non-vegan’ world. 

Writing with passion and expertise, and bringing 
a wealth of information to life through her charming 
illustrations, Sara Botero inspires us to extend our 
compassion to every living being. 

It’s easier than ever to try out a vegan lifestyle, so 
why not give it a go? Let The EVTK guide your way!

978-1-912634-20-0 * £12.99 
$16.95 / $22.95 (US / CAN)
Flexibound (with flaps) | 224 pages | 181 x 136 mm
Full-color illustrations

— Evanna Lynch, actress & vegan activist

“Packed with knowledge and tips on how and why “Packed with knowledge and tips on how and why 
to go vegan . . . Sara’s gorgeous illustrations make to go vegan . . . Sara’s gorgeous illustrations make 
it an engaging and fun read for all ages!"it an engaging and fun read for all ages!"

The Essential Vegan Toolkit 
bY sara botero

Published July 2020
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An illustrated positive affirmation for every 
day of the year! 

365 Gentle Reminders is a beautiful book of 
illustrated ‘gentle reminders’ that are filled with 
warmth and positivity.

With a message and drawing for every day of the 
year to remind you that You Are Enough, You Are 
Not Alone and Your Life Matters, these simple 
yet powerful works of art will wrap you in a positive 
embrace and help you find the strength you need to 
get through the day – whether you’re on a recovery 

journey or simply seeking a more positive outlook on 
life. 

From the artist behind the popular Gentle 
Reminders Instagram account, @littlearthlings – a 
recovery warrior who has firsthand experience of the 
power of positive affirmations for healing us even in 
our darkest moments.

978-1-912634-27-9 * £12.99
978-1-454941-33-0 * $14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)
Flexibound | 368 pages | 140 x 120 mm
Full-color illustrations
- Foreign sales: Sterling Publishing - North America

“Doodling rainbows reminds me that storms “Doodling rainbows reminds me that storms 
always end and the light will return..."always end and the light will return..."

— Natalie Dormady

365 Gentle Reminders 
Pictorial Recipe Ideas

bY natalie DormaDY

Published August 2020
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978-1-912634-02-6 * Full-color illustrations
£7.99 | Hardback | 56 pages | 140 x 140 mm

978-1-912634-01-9 * Full-color illustrations
£7.99 | Hardback | 56 pages | 140 x 140 mm

bY aDam & lisa murPHYbY tillie WalDen
Mini Meditations on JoyMini Meditations on Creativity

978-1-912634-09-5 * Full-color illustrations
£7.99 | Hardback | 56 pages | 140 x 140 mm

978-1-912634-08-8 * Full-color illustrations
£7.99 | Hardback | 56 pages | 140 x 140 mm

bY enokibY mike meDaglia
Mini Meditations on FriendshipMini Meditations on Love
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From the creator of Folk Magic and Healing 
and Botanical Curses and Poisons 

comes an oracle deck inspired by nature  
and the magick it contains.

The Seed and the Sickle Oracle deck  
centres on the cycle of sowing and harvest,  
exploring themes of productivity and rest.

 A tarot deck inspired by the iconic  
vintage cartoons of the early 20th Century. 

If you love Betty Boop, Popeye,  
and Steamboat Willie, this is the  

tarot deck for you! 

bY nemonsbY FeZ inkWrigHt

a Vintage Cartoon Tarot
Mystical MedleysThe Seed and

The Sickle Oracle

Autumn & Winter 2021 Previews
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Oracles have been in existence for as long as human 
beings. Evolving from using the reflection of clouds 
in pools of water to decks of cards, the oracle has 

remained popular. People have always found 
interest in the unseen hand of fate. . . 

In The Oracle Creator, Steven Bright examines the 
benefits of building an oracle deck, plus practical tips 

from turning the deck in your head into a reality! 

From the creator of Women + Patterns + Plants 
comes another stunning self-care coloring and 

activity book celebrating The Divine Feminine. 

Immerse in this powerful energy, and rekindle your 
creativity and inspriation through Sarina Mantle's 

stunning natural imagery. 

bY sarina mantlebY steVen brigHt

Coloring Book
The Modern Guide to Creating

a Tarot or Oracle Deck
The Divine Feminine

The Oracle Creator
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Tarot
tHe CosmiC slumber tarot

Tillie Walden - Oct. 2020
978-1-912634-17-0 * £21.99

978-1-454943-09-9 * $24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)

tHe luna sol tarot 
2nD eDition

Medaglia, Shill - April 2021
978-1-912634-28-6 * £21.99
$24.95 / $34.95 (US/CAN)

moDern WitCH tarot
Lisa Sterle - Nov. 2019

978-1-912634-03-3 * £21.99
978-1-454938-68-2 * $24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)

moDern WitCH 
tarot Journal

Lisa Sterle - Oct. 2020
978-1-912634-24-8 * £14.99

978-1-454943-12-9 * $19.95 / $26.95 (US/CAN)

WHite numen: 
a saCreD animal tarot

AlbaBG - Jan. 2021
978-1-912634-18-7 * £21.99
$24.95 / $33.95 (US/CAN)

tHe neW CHaPter tarot
Kathryn Briggs - Mar. 2021

978-1-912634-29-3 * £21.99
$24.95 / $34.95 (US/CAN)

Activity
tHe luna sol tarot 

Coloring book
Mike Medaglia - May 2021

978-1-912634-30-9 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN))

moDern WitCH tarot 
Coloring book

Lisa Sterle - May 2021
978-1-912634-31-6 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)

tHe CosmiC slumber tarot
Coloring book

Tillie Walden - May 2021
978-1-912634-32-3 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)

soul Color
Emma Burleigh - Apr. 2021

978-1-912634-26-2 * £11.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)

Do Yoga anYWHere
Hunt, Medaglia - May 2019

978-1-912634-10-1 * £19.99
978-1-454941-34-7 * $19.95 / $26.95 (US/CAN)

Women + Patterns + Plants
Sarina Mantle - June 2020

978-1-912634-19-4 * £9.99
$12.95 / $16.95 (US/CAN)

Magick &
Folklore

botaniCal Curses 
anD Poisons

Fez Inkwright - Jan. 2021
978-1-912634-22-4 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)

Folk magiC anD Healing
Fez Inkwright - Oct. 2019

978-1-912634-11-8 * £11.99
$14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)

tHe sPirit oF JaPan
Wilson, Obata - June 2021

978-1-912634-30-9 * £11.99
$14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)

Comics
tHe garDen

Wilson, Obata - May 2020
978-1-912634-16-3 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)

all tHe PlaCes
John Cei Douglas - Feb. 2021

978-1-912634-23-1 * £11.99
$14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)

tHe tarot CirCle
Moore, Berces, Milton - 2021

5 issues * £4.99
$6.95 / $9.95 (US/CAN)

Veganism
sketCHY Vegan Cooking

Michi Mathias - Apr. 2021
978-1-912634-25-5 * £9.99
$12.95 / $16.95 (US/CAN)

tHe essential 
Vegan toolkit

Sara Botero - July 2020
978-1-912634-20-0 * £12.99
$16.95 / $22.95 (US/CAN)

Gift & 
Inspiration

365 gentle reminDers 
Natalie Dormady - Aug. 2020

978-1-912634-27-9 * £12.99
978-1-454941-33-0 * $14.95 / $19.95 (US/CAN)

mini meDitations on loVe
Mike Medaglia - May 2019

978-1-912634-08-8 * £7.99

mini meDitations 
on FrienDsHiP

Enoki - May 2019
978-1-912634-09-5 * £7.99

mini meDitations 
on CreatiVitY

Tillie Walden - Oct. 2020
978-1-912634-01-9 * £7.99

mini meDitations on JoY
Adam & Lisa Murphy - Oct. 2020

978-1-912634-02-6 * £7.99

Product List
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Trade Distribution

UK, Europe, Middle East & Far East 
Turnaround Publisher Services

CustomerCare@turnaround-uk.com
+44(0)20 8820 3000 

USA & Canada
Sterling Publishing

tradesales@sterlingpublishing.com
+1 (212) 532 7160 

Foreign Rights
French

Lora Fountain
Agence Litteraire Lora Fountain & Associates

lora@fountlit.com
+33(0)1-43-56-21-96

www.lorafountainagency.com 

German
Regina Seitz 

Michael Meller Literary Agency
r.seitz@melleragency.com

+49-89-36 63 71
www.melleragency.com

Steven Walsh
Steven@liminal 11.com

Liminal 11.com/shop

If you have a shop and would like to stock Liminal 11 products, 
please refer to our distributors below, or contact our Sales Manager:

Liminal 11 products can be found in all of your favourite bookshops! 
 

We ship worldwide from our webshop:

Stocking Liminal 11 products in your shop

Distribution & Ordering

✴
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Sign up to our Newsletter
Liminal 11.com/newsletter

Liminal_11 
Liminal_11 
Liminal 11

www.liminal 11.com 

d

Marketing & Publicity
Sarah Wray 

sarah@liminal 11.com

For general enquiries or to contact our directors,  
please email us at the address below:

hello@liminal 11.com

Get in Touch

✴

✴
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